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1. Whafs X'EYE ? 
This is the tradename of the Multi-Entertainment System developed by Sega enterprise 

corporation and JVC. The :machine is composed of the game control section, data process section 
and cd player section. Fig 1-1 shows the structure of RG-M10. 

Genesis section c ectly read an not execute 

I I 
Genesis section can di r 

Cartridge a game program n since unless playback a program for executio 
converts CD to e nductor. lectric signal. I the cartridge is semico 

,... ____________ ., 
RG·M10 ~-------"'E-------~ I I I .. Control pad 

I I I •• I SEGA-CD I I GENESIS Section I 
I I ... I 
I Section I I I 

~ I I I . Display I ~ I ! 1..-------------1 ~---------------~ 

Reading of CD- Execution of 
ROM data Game program 

Fig 1-1 Structure of RG-M10 

• Genesis section and sega-cd section 

Genesis section 

Its function is similar to the one for GENESIS which is the 16bit ROM cartridge player sold by 
SEGA ENTERPRISES LTD. 

SEGA-CD section 

Its function is similar to the one for SEGA-CD which is the CD-ROM player sold by SEGA 
ENTERPRISES LTD. Not only this section but also Genesis section is necessary to play a game 
program. SEGA-CD reads CD-ROM data and Genesis section starts to play the game. 

• Usable mediums 

Cartridge 

Semiconductor ROM memorized game program 

CD-ROM disc 

Compact disc recorded game program. ROM discs have a data format di:ll'erent from the format 
of audio discs. Since compact discs have 600MBytes of capacity, program with a good sound and 
picture can be recorded. ROM data is recorded on the 1st track and audio signals are recorded 
since the second track. (In sega format) 

CD-DA 

Audio disc 

CO-Graphics 

Audio discs which have picture data recorded in the subcode. Area of the CD data. 
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1-1 Game machine 
Game machines are considered as a kind of computer. Fig 1-2 shows the structure of computers 

and game machines. 

Sound I Picture Control pad Display Key board 

~ 
Game Processor Interface circuits 

CPU CPU 

Cartridge Program 

Game machine Computer 

Fig 1-2 Structure 

In computers, The CPU (Central Processing Unit) executes the program to control peripheral 

circuits for displaying, receiving the data from a keyboard and so on. 

In the game machine, The CPU executes a program to output music, display characters on the 

TV screen and to receive commands from control pads in the same was as the CPU in a 

computer. 

1-2 SE GA-CD in RG-M 1 a 
In the SEGA-CD section, the data (program) is read from the CD-ROM discs. The data 

reproduced in the SEGA-CD section is immediately stored in RAM. The Main-CPU in The 

Genesis section reads the data from the RAMs to control the games. 'fhe .H.AMs whitch store the 

game program are considered as same as ROM cartridge. 

Figl-3 shows the structure of RG-MlO. 

r--------------------------------------------------, 
I 

Program RAM for Z80 

Control Pad 1 

Control P;;i.d 2 

Video RAM 
Data 

Picture 

Genesis Section 

MAIN-CPU 
Game 

Processor 

Data 

Program RAM 

Sound 
(PSG.MO) 

Sound 
{SL) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SEGA-CD Section 

L-------------- ------------., 

Cartridge 

L------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fig 1-3 Structure of RG-M10 

1-3 Central Processing Unit: 68000 
The signal flows in the game machines are not clealy different from those in the audio units. 

As mentioned before, CPU executes the programs to execut the game programs. 
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1-3-1 Difference between the CPU 
and the system controller used in the audio units 

The controller used in audio units control the display, mechanisms, trays, servo controllers and 
so on according to it's program software. 
The CPU can not control the system alone. it need a software program and input/output interface 
curcuit. 
Fig 1-4 shows each systems using CPU and previous controller. 

Mechanism Key 
Mat rill 

r------ --- --- -----, 
I I 
1 interface circuits 1 
I I 
I I 
I l 
I I 

: 68000 ~ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
r • 
I I 
1 Program • 
I I L ____________________ j 

Systern using CPU 

M€chanism 

Mechanism control 

Key 
Matri)( 

Mechanism status .--_.......__ _ _,._ ___ .......___, 

detection 

Fig 1-4 System structure 

System 
Controller 

Previous system 

Display 

Display 

The CPU which is used as the controllers in audio units controls the system according to it's 
program software after getting the reset signal. 

1-3-2 Operation of CPU 
The CPU is always in one of three status conditions, execution mode, exceptional processing 

mode and suspension mode. In the execution mode, The CPU executes the program. When CPU 
gets the interrupt signal or if trouble occurs in a process, The CPU executes the exceptional 
program, the top address of which is given with the exceptional vector. Exception vectors are 
memory locations from which The CPU fetches the address of a routine to handle that exception. 

1-3-3 How is CPU used in RG-M10 
RG-MlO has two CPUs on the circuit board. One of them is used as the Main-CPU and the 

other is for the Sub-CPU. 

The Main-CPU controls the complete system to execute the program. It performs the following 
functions. 

a) Control of the game processor controlling the display, programablo sound generator, control 
pads, communication port and FM sound generator. 

b) Executes the programs in the boot ROM. 

The Sub-CPU controls the SEGA-CD section to read a program from the CD-ROM .. It performs 
the following functions. 

a) Control of the CD-mechanism 
b) Contro1 of PCM sound generator system 
c) Control of the data processor 
The Main CPU and the Sub-CPU transfer data to each other. 
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There are two ways which twin CPU, Main and Sub CPUs, executes fully its ability_ 

The followings show those ways. 

1. Sub-CPU is directly used for its quick processing ability. 

Sub-CPI; partially helps Main-CPU's processing to raise the processing speed. 

2. Operating two CPUs simultaneously makes the processing effectively. 

operations are processed simultaneously and its efficiency is raised. 

[Examplcl 

(J) Main-CPU displays screen while Sub-CPU is reading CD-ROM data. 

· Processing of animation for full graphic or large ca.pacity. 

· Etc. 

(~> Main-CPC displays screen while Sub-CPU is processing the other operations. 

That is, two 

Prevents the delay of processing speed which is caused by displaying a large number of 

sprites. 

The polygon processing is highly speed up. 

Etc. 

2. Outline of the operation 

2-1 System flowchart 

I Power on I 

When a cartridge is inserted, the Main-CPU elCecutes the 
program in the cartridge. 
When a cartridge Is not inserted, the CPU executes the program 
in the boot ROM. 

Shows the initial picture. 
Transfer the CD-BIOS in the boot ROM to the program RAM. 
Comminicates with the sub-cpu to start the CD player. 

~----~-------------------------------------------------~ 

: The Sub-CPU starts communication with the mechanism control!er : 

: vi a the data processor {IC 141). : 

Read TOC : 
Confirm that the disc is Sl:GA-CD disc or not. ~ 

I 

L---------------------------r--------------------------" 

CD control screen is displayed if a disc is inserted. If not the title 
motion picture is shown. 

Fig 2-1 System flowchart 
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2-2 Reset Procedure 
ICI93 generates the reset signal SRES from VCC. The game processor and mechanism 

controller are reset by SRES. The game processor resets the Main-CPu with VRES and MHALT, 

the data processor with FRES and the ZSO with ZRES. The PCM sound generator and the CD

ROM data decoder are reset with ERES. ERES can be inputted to the mechanism controller 

during the game process. 
The Sub-CPU is reset with RESET and HALT. All the system are reset in this way. 

* The screen after resetting during a game depends on the process of the game. 

--'- WRE_? IC191 RESET IC171 

* - -
Game HALT MAIN-CPU -

vcc Processor 

I 13 SRES FRES - IC141 
ERES 

IC131 --
Data PCM sound generator ! ZRES , Processor 

SRES 

RESET i t HALT 1(181 ER!:S IC161 

ZBO CD-ROM 
IC101 Data decoder 

IC691 SUB-CPU 

Mechanism --Controller 
-Fig 2 2 Reset 

2-3 System Starting 
If terminal 76 (CART) of the game processor is 'L' when the power is turned on, this means 

that a cartridge is inserted, the game processor resets the peripheral circuit. The Main-CPU 

executes the program from the address $000000 after reset. Since the address $000000-$400000 of 

the memory map in the Main-CPU is allotted for the ROM cartridge, the CPU executes the game 

program stored in the cartridge. 

When a cartridge is not inserted (CART is 'H'), the game processor resets the peripheral circuit 

and the game processor outputs MPLI and MPL2 to the Main-CPU to request the interrupt 

process after reset. The Main-CPU goes into the interrupt acknowledge cycle after getting MPLl 

and MPL2, and outputs FCO and FCl which mean the stat€ of the CPU, the game processor 

outputs the interrupt vector on the data bus DO-D7 after getting that the Main-CPU is on the 

interrupt acknowledge cycle. The Main-CPU sets the address given by the interrupt vector into 

the program counter to execute the program from that address. In this case, the CPU executes the 

program stored in the boot ROM. 

In the boot ROM, the CD-BIOS, hardware check program, design data and program for initial 

picture and control display, and the program for decoding the CD-Graphics are stored. At first the 

CPU checks the circuit. At first the Main-CPU checks the circit and transfers the CD-BIOS into 

the program RAM for the Sub-CPU. If there is no doubt of the circuits, the main-CPU shows the 

initial picture. The Sub-CPU judges whether a disc is ROM disc or Audio disc. When it is a ROM 

disc, the first track is read to confirm the disc is for SEGA-CD or not. During the disc check, the 

commect "Disc check" is shown on the screen. After checking a disc, the comment control screen 

is shown. If the disc is for SEGA-CD, the Sub-CPU let the Main-CPU show that the disc can be 

reproduced. The Main-CPU shows "GAME" on the top of control screen. 

If a disc is not set, the comment" Set a disc" is shown after the comment .. Disc check" on the 

initial screen. The control display is shown by pushing the start button. 
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2-4 CD-DA Playback 
Sound data is demodulated at CXD2500BQ to reproduce CD-DA. Demodulated data is once 

input to IC141 pin76 and directly output from pin69. The data is converted to sound signal at 

IC661 and IC631. (See the block diagram on page50.) 

2-5 CD-G Playback 
For CD-G playback, the flow of sound data is the same as the one for CD-DA. 

Graphics data (sub code) is output from CXD2500BQ pin64 to IC141 pin73. Sub-CPU executes de

interleave and error correction according to CD-G program inside Hoot ROM. Main-CPU receives 

data from Sub-CPU. Main-CPU controls game processor (IC191) to display graphics on the screen. 

RG-MlO can display 16colors out of 512colors. 

2-6 Game playback 
To start playback of SEGA-CD disc, move the cursor to "CD-ROM" which is displayed on top of 

the CD player screen and press one button out of START, A, B or C on the control pad. 

Sub-CPU instructs the mechanical controller to start CD after receiving information from Main

CPU. And, the mechanical controller reproduces the disc. The read data is decoded by IC161 and 

stored at the buffer (IC105). 

Main-CPU controls playing of the game program. That is, according to the programs stored in 

RAM or recorded in a game cartridge, Main-CPL" controls the outer peripheral circuit (game 

processor) to continue to play a game program> 

The game processor is a circuit which receives inputs from graphics display, sound output and 

control pad and it works like an interface between outside and inside. (Actually, there are 

numerous functions in it compared with the interface.) 

2-7 Flow chart to distinguish software 

2-7-1 Distinction of a cartridge. 

Whether a cartridge is inserted 
or not is distinguished by 
IC191(GAME PROCESSOR)'s 
pin76(CART)> 

"L" ~ The cartridge is 
inserted. 

"H" -----.. The cartridge is 
not inserted. 

Fig 2-3 Distinction of a cartridge 
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2-7-2 Distinction of a CD software. 

I CD-DA, CD-G and CD-ROM are distinguished by subcode's Q code (control code). 

/ \~ ~ 
I CD-ROM (0010) I ! CD-DA I I CD-G I 

' 
.. 

~ Processing subcode Processing subcode 
P and Q and P and Q and ··········-·· ......................... 

ing sector #0-#15 By mad 
system 
items a 

area, the following 
re confirmed. 
disc CD-ROM or not? 
EGA disc or not? 

Is the 
Is it s 
Is it f, or domestic or not? 

audio data. audio data. 

" 
Subcode R~W except P and Q 
are processed only to confirm -
they are UO" and have no data . ............ l ........................ 

The control panel is displayed. And, "GAME", "MUSIC" and "CD-G" are displayed on the panel 

when a game software is inserted. Except that, "MUSIC" and "CD-G" are displayed. "CD-G" are 
usually displayed. 

NOTE) 

IC161 (CD-ROM data decoder) processing bJ IC141 (data processor) processing 

D IC691 (mechanical controller) pro-cessing 

Fig 2-4 Distinction of a CD software 

2-8 Exceptional processing 
For abnormal or particular situation of the processor, programming is changed not by the 

instruction but by contents of the exceptional processing vector. 

Exceptional processing includes following kinds. 

Exceptional 
processing 

I {
Divides a figure by 0. 

nner 
factor Inappropriate instruction : Fet.ehes an instruction which is not 

Outer 
factor 

included in 68000 instruction set. 

Interrupt: Outer device interrupts. 

Reset: Initializes supervisor stack point<:r and program 

Bus error: Asserts BERR due to failure of memory access. 

Address error : Specifies an odd number address when WARD 
or LONG WARD is accessed. 

Privilege violation: Executes privilege instruction in user mode. 

CHK instruction: Marginal checking of register. 

TRAP instruction :Executes TRAP instruction (instruction of 
sub-routine call for 1 ward). 
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2-8-1 Example of exceptional processing (interrupted case) 

[External operationJ 

Requests the interrupt. 
IPLO-IPL2. 

Outputs the interrupt 
vector number. 

Releases the interrupt 
request. 

[CPU operation] 

START 

Inner copy of the status register. 

Sbit;:;;l Tbit=:o:l 

;···················································-:. 
Renews the interrupt mask. --'. IPLO-IPL2 ---'J. lnterrupt mask : 

Requests the exceptional vector number. 

[exceptfonal vector number) X 4 = 
exceptiona 1 vector {address) 

Puts program counter and status 
register into supervisor stack. 

Requests to output the front address of 
exceptional processing routine from the 

exceptional vector. 

Sets the front address of the exceptional 
processing routine on the program 

counter. 

Jump to an address number of the 
program counter. 

Executes the exceptional processing 
routine. 

Returns the the program counter and 
the status register from the supervisor 

stack. 

EXD 

-8-

0 
I MEMORY] 

Front address of 
the exceptional 

processing routine. 

Supervisor stack 

Interrupt 
processing routine 

ll'l'.E instruction. 

FFFFFFH ....__ _______ __. 



I 
0000100 

I Exceptional 
; 

r processing r 
0000000 0000000 vector 

ROM ROOT BOOT 
Cartridge 

/ 
ROM DEMO 

CD-G 
FFFFFFH ... etc. 

' -
BOO'f 
ROM 

Power on. 

Game processor is reset. 

Yes 

!---------< 
Main-CPU is reset. 

Main-CPU puts data for address 4 
into the program counter. 
Now, BOOT-ROM is positioned 
imaginary on the front memory map. 

Main-CPU executes ROM cartridge 
since the address written on address 
4 is applied to front address of ROM 
cartridge. 
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Main-CPU is reset. 
The game processor outputs MPL 1 
and MPL2 of interrupting request. 

The cycle for Main-CPU is changed 
to the interrupt acknowledge c:ycle. 
FCO-FC2 outputs "111" which 
means the interrupt acknowledge 
cycle. 

Game processor outputs the interrupt 
vector to Main-CPU through D0-07. 

Main-CPU starts to execute program 
from an address of the interrupt 
vector. (It means ROOT program in 
BOOT-ROM.) 



2-9 Word explanation 

Main-CPU (IC171) 

This CPU executes the game program or boot program. It's main function is to control the 
game processor. 

Program RAM (IC172) 

The main-CPU executes the programs in this RAM to control the game processor. This RAM 
is also used to calcu]ate data. 

Game processor (IC191) 

All of the functions for display are performed by this processor. 'fhe processor can 
controls split, scroll A, scroll B, window, and background screens. 

In addition, the GAME processor employs the FM programable sound generator and the 

monaural PCM sound generator. Video RAM, the video encoder, and control pads are also 
managed by IC191. 

Video RAM (IC192) 

The data shown on the screen is stored in real time. The game processor writes the data into 

this RAM according to the game progress, and reads data to show the picture on the screen. 

FM sound generator control CPU (IC181) 

The FM sound generator is managed by this CPU. This CPU executes the program which is 
stored in the RAM (IC182), which is music data. 

Sub-CPU (IC101) 

This CPU manages the cd player section and CD-ROM decoder by executing CD-BIOS and 

the program from a ROM disc. This CPU also performs the calculation instead of the Main
CPU. The Sega-CD section i.s controlled by this CPU only. 

Program RAM (IC105) 

The Sub-CPU executes the program in this RAM. The programs and data stored in this RAM 

are as follows : 
·Control program for CD-ROM driver 

·Control program for the data processor 
·Communication program with the Main-CPU 

· Help program for the Main-CPU 
·CD-ROM data 

Data processor (IC141) 

This processor performs calculation, data transfer to the main-CPU, and control of the CD 
player section. 

Boot ROM (IC 104) 

This ROM is accessed by the main-CPU. It is where the system start program (Hardware 
check, Initial motion picture), CD.BIOS, and the decode program for CD-Graphic are stored. 

Backup RAM (IC102) 

This is used to save the status of the game when suspending the game. The Backup-RAM is 

accessed by the sub-CPU. 

- 10-



Word RAM (IC141, 142) 

The Main-CPU and sub-CPU transfer data (game program and data), To each other via this 

RAM. 

This RAM is used so that the Sub-CPU can read data from a disc or executes a program, 

while Main-CPU performs display. 

PCM sound generator (I C131) 

This JC indudes a DCO(Digital Control Oscillator) and a DCA( Digital Control Amplifier). 

The PCM sound generator system is composed of the external memory for the stock of 

waveform data and the DIA converter. The system is controlled by the Sub-CPU. 

Data decoder for CD-ROM (IC161) 

The data read from a ROM-disc is decoded by IC161 to obtain a program which can be 

executed. 

Control pad 

End-user uses it to give instructions to the game program. 

2-10 6M buffer 

2-10-1 Program-RAM (4M)· .. IC105 
This RAM is used to store CD-ROM data. CD-ROM has a demerit that the access speed is 

slow for playing a game. The function can not be operated effectively if the game requires 

speedy accessing. 

Therefore, before st.a.rting a game, the data for CD-ROM game is once stored in RAM with high 
speed accessing. 

And also, this RAM is used as the program area to control SUB-CPU. SUB-CPU operates 

according to the program stored on it. (CD-ROM is controlled only by SUB-CPU.) 

PROGRAM RAM includes the followings. 
Control program for CD-ROM driver 

Control program for the data processor 

Communication program with the Main-CPU (Control program for WORD RAM.) 

Help program for the Main-CPU 
CD-ROM data 

(It is u ,sed as temporary buffer between WORD RAM or PCM waveform memory.) 
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2-10-2 Word-RAM (2M)··· IC141, lC142 

After reading date from CD-ROM, Sub-CPU send it to game processor which is controlled by 

Main-CPU to display it on the game screen. Therefore, it is the WORD-RAM which transmits 

data from Sub-CPU to Main-CPU. 

This WORD-RAM has following two modes to transmit data effectively. 

1) 2M mode 

2) 

Main-CPU and Sub-CPU can not access each other but only one way at a time though RAM 

of ZM capacity can be simultaneously processed in this 2M mode. It is appropriate for buffer 

for its large capacity. 

[Notice] 

Only this mode can be used for axis conversion of graphic processing chip. (To prevent the 

delay which is caused by large number of sprites or to speed up the polygon processing.) 

WORD-RAM 

00 ACCESS IWOR2~RAM I NO O[] u u 

WORD-RAM 

00 NO I wo~~RAM I ACCESS O[] u u 

Fig 2-5 2M mode 

1M/1M mode 

In this mode, each Main-CPU and Sub-CPU uses lM RAM at a same time after dividing 

2M WORD RAM into two (WORD RAMO I WORD RAMl). This mode is appropriate for 

processing which uses the twin CPU's efficiency fully since those two divided RAMs can be 

simultaneously swapped and the calculated result by each of them can be exchanged 

speedily. And, it is also appropriate for animation processing which reads data from CD-ROM 

and display the graphic in a real time. 

[Notice] 

Only this mocle can be used for the full graphic by the graphic operation processing chip. 

WORD-RAM 

00 ACCESS WORD-RAM WORD-RAM ACCESS O[] 0 1 u u 

00 
~SWAP~ 

ACCESS I WOR~-RAM I WOR~-RAM I ACCESS O[] u u 

Fig 2-6 1M/1M mode 
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3. Genesis section 
Genesis section consists of the game processor, VRAM(Video RAM), FM sound generator 

system, PSG(Programablc sound generator), the inrerface for the control pad and the VIDEO 

encoder. The main-CPU executes a program provided by a cartridge or the SEGA-CD section to 

activate a game. Fig 3-1 shows the block diagram of Genesis section. 

Picture 

Sound 

+ 

Re 
Bu 

r-----------, 
I SEGA-CD ·~ .I 

vcc I '" • 1 Section 
Cartridge I 

SL2 } 
SR2 

Analog 
Sound 

I I I -
~ ... 

L ___________ _J 

Address Data MRES 

Bus B1.1~ 

IC172 IC171 
TC511632fl-10 , ... 68000 , . ~ 

Program-RAM Main-CPU 

SRES ... 

r IC191 

315-5487 -:: 

PSG } 
MOL ~Msound 
MOR 

Game Processor ~ - Picture R,G,B 
... . "" ·!'-

i ... . L 
~1 IC182 IC181 IC192 
ttan 

RAM Z80 VRAM 

/ for Z80 for 
FM Sound 

I 
Generator 

Control 
Pad 

Fig 3-1 Block Diagram 

The pictures data is stored in the VRAM for display on the screen. The data is 

converted into an analog signal of Red, Green and Blue to be outputted on terminals 

35, 36 and 37 of the game processor. 

The sound made by PSG which is employed in the game processor, is outputted from 

terminal 178 of the processor. The ZSO CPU, which executes the program stored in 

IC182(RAM), controls the FM sound generator in the game processor to generator 

F:M sound. The FM sound is output from terminals 55 and 56 of the processor_ Some 

cartridge have a sound generator. 
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3-1 Connection diagram 

1(191 

315-5660 

GAME PROCESSOR 

MIPll, MIPL2 

MFCO, MFC1 -
MAS - MUDS 

~ 
MLDS 

MBR 

MBG 

MBGACK 

MDT AK 

~ 
MRN/ 

MVPA 

MHALT 

VRES 

VCLK 

~ 
VA1~VA23 

voo~vo1s 

RASO 

MEOE 

NOE 

UWR 

LWR 

CASO 

CAS2 

CEO 

VCLK 

MDT AK -
ASEL 

M3 
TIME 

CART 
-

YS 
VSYNC 

HSY NC 
~ 

EDCK 
ZA0-ZA1S 

- ZDO-ZD7 

ZRES 

NMI 

ZBR 

ZWAff 

ZINT 

ZCLK 

~ ZRD -
ZWR -
M1 

- MREQ 

IREQ - ZBAK 

Fig.3-2 CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
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3-2 Description of ICs 

• 315-5487(1(191) : Game processor 

The Game processor, controlled by the main-CPU, performs all of the screen control functions. 
The controlled screen consists of five layers: sprite, scroll A, scroll B, window and background. The 
Monaural PCM sound generator, programab]c sound generat-0r and FM sound generator, controlled 
by the ZSO, are also included. In this IC. 

PA 

co 
IPL2, IPL 1, V 

FCI, F 

AS, UDS. L 

fl,W,IH 

VA23 
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AK 

-1 

VD15 ··O 
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LL l 

CK 

El 1 s 
(D -
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~ ... 
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--------:--1 
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w RES.) 
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z CK-+-

7 .... 
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- -t)ATA 
~ -
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UWR PAS2 

TIME (.A~2 

CEO AS~L . 
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·"' ff 't I I I 
I .,L. ~ 
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LWR(WR) 
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M] 

... '1 
1" ... 
~ I/QA 4 m3 DATA 

110 
CONT. .JQ!_ 4 ..Ir ~H 

~L...L IJOC 
DAI/I 

CONTROL j/\!JDRoS~ 
r 

CONTROL 
DMA 

1- .L AIJORF~> PATA 

VRA.M DATA 

' Interface 

Internal s $ s - -- f ' ' Controller p r r - ,._..__m3 r ~ 0 0 - - i )( 

' I 

--------- t e I I d 
Register e 8 A 

.. 
-f+ Timm ing circuit - 68000 +-ml 

Sus request 
, 

~ 

~ 

Interface OTA(I<. 

J.. ... -(By zao. DMA) Wf\IT 

1 DIA 
1'.0N"IROL ....---- I 

DTACK t ~ zao WAIT _ mJ - Bus request 

~ 
Interface 

(By 58000} ~ 

COl'iTROLt DATA . PSG/ 

DATA FM sound - generator 

-<ONTkOI - .r-~ t t ~FS lWR,M 
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lA15 -Q 

lD7 ~-Q 
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DATA 

r 
~ 

~ 

M1,IORQ~ 
INT Interrupt m3 

NMI 

p 

-
CONTROL • I Z80 External memory 

ADDRHS ·~ lntedace I TEST circuit I 
! i i 1 T 
REf ZRAM SOl,.IND TFSTO TE:ST1 -3 

Fig 3-3 lnterna1 Block Diagram of Game processor 
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TERMINAL DESCRIPTION 

Pin No. Symbol 1/0 Function Pin No. Symbol 1/0 Function 

154-176 VA1~VAB 110 68000 ADDRESS BUS 
137-152 VDO-VD15 1/0 68000 DA TA BUS 

191 AS 1/0 
192 UDS 110 
193 LDS 110 

77 IA14 0 tC172 pin34 
40 SPAIB 110 

Conne(t with 5V. 
129 SEL1 

Connect with GND. 
134 MCLK 

MASTER CLOCK 

194 R/W 110 
195 DTAK 110 
182 BR 0 
183 SGACK 110 
184 BG I 68000 INTERFACE SIGNALS 

46 NTSC NTSC I PAL switching. 
78 WRES RES ET by reset button. 
128 SRES Reset powsr !>upply system. 
107 JAP 1/0 DOM I EXP switching. 

185-186 I PL 1 - Tfi[2 0 12 RAS1 0 V-RAM (1(1 92) pin 14 
47 VPA 0 13 CAS1 0 V-RAM (IC192) pin2 7 
48 HALT 0 16 OE1 0 V-RAM (IC192) pin6 
49 RESET 0 15 WEO 0 V-RAM (IC1 92) pin 12 

50-51 FCO-FCI I 10 SEO 0 V-RAM (IC192) pin35 
130 CLK 110 14 WE1 0 l\ot connected. 

9 SE1 0 Not connected. 
112-127 ZA0-ZA15 110 Z80 ADDRESS BUS 
200-207 ZDO-ZD7 110 280 DATA BUS 

11 SC 0 V-RAM (IC192) pin 1 
26-33 ADO-AD7 110 To ADDRESS IN/OUTPUT PORT 

187 IORQ I 1/0 REQUEST 
188 ZRD 110 READ CONTROL 
189 ZWR 110 WRITE CONTROL 

1-8 SD0-507 Input SERIAL DATA 
17-20, 

RDO~RD7 110 22-25 Not connected. 
190 M1 I Input when OP code is fetched. 
52 MREQ 110 MEMORY REQUEST 56 MOL 0 FM sound output 
59 ZRES 0 RESET SIGNAL 55 MOR 0 FM mund output 
60 ZBAK I BUS ACKNOWLEDGE 57 SOUNDVDD Power ;u pply 
61 NMI 0 I NTE RRU PT REQUEST {stronger 54 50UNDVSS GND 

than INT} 
62 ZBR llO BUS REQUEST 131 SBCR 0 CLOCK signal output 
63 WAIT 110 TIMING 38 VIDEOAVDD Power supply 
181 INT 0 INTERRUPT REQUEST 34 VIDEOAVSS GND 
132 ZCLK 110 CLOCK 35 R 0 Analog R signal output 

199 RASO 0 To IC172 CE. 
64 EOE 0 To 1(172 UDE. 
195 UWR 0 To IC172 UWE(also to '(141 

and cartridge). 
65 NOE 0 To IC172 LOE. 
197 LWR 1/0 To IC172 LWE (also to IC141 

36 G 0 Analog G signal output 
37 B 0 Analog B signal output 
42 CSYNC 110 SYNC ~ignal output 
178 PSG 0 P5G sound output 
177 SOUNDVDD Power supply 
179 SOUND VSS GND 

and cartridge). 
100-106 PAO-PA6 110 JOY PAD INTERFACE 

66 ZRAM 0 To IC182 CE. 93-99 PBO-PB6 110 JOY PAD INTERFACE 

67 REF 0 To IC182 REFSH. 85-91 PCO-PC6 110 JOY PAD INTERFACE 

39 YS 0 To cartridge YS. 
41 VSYNC 0 To cartridge VSYNC. 

31 TESTO 110 TEST SIGNAL 
82-84 TEST 1-3 TEST SIGNALS 

43 HSYNC 110 To cartridge HSYNC. 
135 EDCLK 1!0 To cartridge EDCLK. 
198 CASO 110 To 1(104, IC141 and cartridge. 

, 11 10 110 Not connected. 
110 vz 110 ri.ot connected. 
109 zv 110 l\ot connected. 

68 CAS2 0 To cartridge and 1(141. 58 SOUND 110 Not connected. 

69 RAS2 0 To 1Cl41. 
70 ASEL 0 To cartrrdge and IC141. 
71 ROM 0 To IC141. 

44,80. 
VDD Popwer supply 136, 208 

72 FDC 0 To IC14'f. 
lOB FRES 0 Connect with IC141. 
73 FDWR 0 Not connected. 

21, 53, 92, 
133, 153, 

VSS GND 
180 

74 CEO 0 Ta cartridge. 
45 M3 I From cartridge. 
75 Tl ME 0 To cartridge. 
76 CART I Detect cartridge. 
79 DISK 1/0 Connect with GND. 
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• MC68HCOOO (IC171): MAIN-CPU 

Pin No_ Name Symbol 110 Funct;on 

32-51 ADDRESS BUS A1-A23 0 It can specifies 16M Bytes memory directly. 

53~55 

5~1 DATA BUS DO-D1 S 1/0 Data lines DO-D15 <ire bid1recbonal and used for data transfer_ Interrupt 
68-58 vector i5 input at ci a'knowledge 'ycle of interrupt from 1/0. 

6 ADDRESS ~ 0 Th is output ~trobe is used to ind icati: the presence of ar1 address on the 24-

STROBE bit multiplexed bus_ 

9 READ!WRIH RN.J 0 fhis output pin is used to indicate the direction of datci tr<insfer. 

7 DATA UDS 0 This outputs are used to transfer data to or from a peripheral or memory_ UDS 

8 STROBE LDS 0 indi,cites upper byte. One of them is active when accessing by byte. cind the 

both are active when accessing by word. 

10 DATA DTACK I This signal is input after transferring data with peripheral devices. 

TRANSFER 

ACKNOWLEDGE 

13 BUS BR I The signcil which requests to make data and address bus free is inputted from 

REQUEST one of the other peripher;;1I controllers. The address and data bus and wntrol 

term~nals become high impedance state after receiving this signaL 

11 BUS BG 0 When bus request is input, this pin lets the the peripheral controllers know 

GRANT that the data and address bus and rnntrol terminals are free. 

12 BUS GRANT BG ACK 1 The slgnal from tne peripheral controller is input whb'h means that the 
A(KNOWU;DG~ controller become bus must<1r, after bus grant is outputted. 

27-25 INTERRUPT 1PL0-2 I Interrupt request which has seven levels is input IPL2 is most sign~ficant bit. 

CONTROL 

24 BUS ERROR BERR 0 When a trouble occurs on tne bus cycle in e><e,ution, bus error is asserted_ 

20 RESET RESET 1/0 This terminal is used as an input to inihalize the CPU by pulling RESET low. 

When the reset comm;;ind is exen1ted, this terminal is used as an output to 

the peripheral devi,es. 

19 HALT HALT 1/0 A low level on this terminal will cciuse the CPU to stop running at the end of 

the present instruction,. As an output, HALT indicates that ;;i bus error has 

occured two times succes5ively_ In the halt state, address and data bus and 

control terminal are in high impedance states. 

22 ENABLE E 0 This is used to communkate with the peripheral device for 6800. 

23 VALID VPA I This is used to access the peripheral devices for 6800. Th.e <1ccess signals for 

PERIPHERAL the peripheral devices are outputted by asserting this pin_ When VPA is 

ADDRESS asserted on the interrupt acknowledge cycle, MPU executes the interrupt 

acknowledge cycle specified by automatic vector. 

21 VALID VMA 0 This signal is outputted when the periphercil devices like 1/0 cissert thi~ 

MEMORY termincil to request an ciccess tirnming for the peripheral LSls for 6800. The 

ADDRESS active of this terminal means that the address bus are vaHd. 

30-28 PROCESSOR FCO- 0 These 3 bits indicates the state of the CPU: fetching instructions, a''es~ing 

STATUS SIGNAL FC2 data and interrupt acknowledge_ 

1 s CLOCK CLI< I Operationcil clock input 

14,52 POWER SUPPLY vcc -- + 5V 

16, GROUND GND -- GND 
17,56,57 
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• 280 (IC181): CPU for FM sound generator 

This ic is central processing unit which fetches instructions from IC182(RAM) t-0 execute a 

program. To generate FM audio. 

Pin No Symbol 1/0 Function 

27- ZAO- 0 Address select lines. These lines are 

44 ZA15 normally used to select the port andlor 

control registers. 

9, 10, ZZDO- 1/0 Data bus, bidirectional. 3-state. 

7,32 ZD7 This bus is used to transfer data between 

4,5,8 the cpu and the peripheral device. 

23 ZRES I A low on this line resets the CPU. 

13 NMI I This is interrupt request signal which is 

prior to ZINT. 

22 ZBR I This is ~nputted when pripheral 

controllers wants to control data and 

address bu~. memory request, 1/0 request, 

read and write. ZBR is prior to NML 

21 ZWAIT I A low On this line indicates that the 

responding device needs more time to 

complete a transaction. The CPU can wait 

process of the devices. 

12 ZINT I This signal can be driven by any 

peripheral capable of generating ;:in 

jnterrupt_ A low on INT indicates that an 

interrupt request is being made. 

• TC511632FL-10 (IC172): Work-RAM 

These RAM a re used to store 
the programs that main-CPU executes. 

Pin No. Symbol 1/0 Function 

2-11, AO- I Address bus_ These are used to 

33-37 A14 selected the specified memory. 

12-19, 01- 1/0 Data bus. These are bidirectional 

22~29 016 ports and used to transfer data 

between main-CPU and RAM_ 

39 UWR I This signal is inputted when writing 

upper bits of data. 

38 LWR I This signa~ is inputted when writing 

lower bits of data_ 

32 UOE I Data (upper bits) can be outputted 

when this terminal is low level. 

31 LOE I Data( lower bits) can be outputted 

when this termJn;:il is low level. 

30 CE , Chip enable. This signal is inputeed, 

when this ic is used. 

1,20 GND -- Gnd 

40,21 VDD,VCC I Power supp~y 

Pin No Symbol ~!O Functjon 

18 ZRD 0 The CPU asserts this terminal to read 

data. 

19 ZWR 0 The CPU asserts this terminal to write 

data. 

24 M1 a The state of the CPU is pre~ented 

1 ~ MREQ 0 The <:PU output this memory reque~t signal 

to read and write data. 

16 IREQ 0 The CPU outputs this 1/0 request signal 

to read and write data_ 

20 ZBAK 0 A low on this line indicates that the Z-

BUS CPU has relinquished control of 

the bus in re~ponse to a bus request 

6 vcc -- Power supply 

26 GND -- GND 

11, 17, NC -- Non connection 

33,39 

25 P.FSH -- Non 'onnection 

14 HALT -- Non connection 

• LC3564QM-10 (IC102): Static RAM 
(Backup-RAM for sub-CPU) 

BR65265AF-1 Oll (IC 182) : Static RAM 
(Program-RAM for Z80} 

Pin No. Symbol lfO Function 

2-10,21. AO- , Address bus. These are used to 

23-25 A12 be selected the specified memory. 

27 WE I When tnis is ~ow, data can be 

written. 

22 OE I When this is low, data can be 

read. 

20 CE1 I The CE ~n put signai is in putted 

when data i~ read or written. 

11-13, 1101- 1/0 D;it;:i bus. These arf' bidirectional 

15-19 1.108 ports. 

28 VDD -- Power supply 

14 GND -" Grtd 
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4. SEGA-CD Section 
The main purpose of the SEGA-CD section is to reproduce a ROM disc and to decode data and 

a game program. 

It also controls a PCM sound generator, graphics processor and decodes the subcodc data. These 
areas are necessary to support game programs for CD medium. 
Fig 4-1 shows the block diagram of SEGA-CD section. 

IC162 
LC33832 

RAM 

l Data 
IC161 • Bus IC10l 

CDD:~M rl LC89513K .. ,---.....--~ LC3564QM-10 •········: 
Decoder f----, BACKUP-RAM 

~-------------------· IC101 
68000 

Sub-CPU 

I I 
1 CD Driver 1 ........... 
I r---~ Address 

Bus : Address 
Bus 

I 
I Section 
~~------------------~ 

CD-g mph i's 
Serial 
Data 

•r 

1(142, 143 
HM511664 ..__. 

WORD-RAM 

IC105 ~--• H 
IC131 

315-5476A 
PCM Sound 
Generator 

i. .... ···~ 
Program .. 

RAM .. ,,---

1(104 

Boot ROM 

! 
IC113, 114 
LC33832M 

RAM 

IC141 
315-5632V 

Data Processor 

. '" Addre~s D;ita 
Bus Bus 

r-------~------, 
: GENESIS I 

: Section 1 

L--------------~ 

Fig 4-1 Block Diagram 

Main-CPU transmits data for initial screen from the boot RAM to the program RAM to display 
lhe initial screen when the power in on without inserting a game cartridge into the machine. 
According to CD-BIOS, Sub-CPU makes CD driver start to read TOC. And, the Sub-CPU checks 
if the disc is a CD-ROM or not. 
If it is a CD-ROM, it is judged as SEGA-CD after decoding initial part of its first track. Sub
CPC informs Main-CPU of that and the control screen is displayed. 
To begin reproduction, the ROM data is transfered into the ROM data decoder (IC161) which 
decodes the data inlo a executable program for the CPC. After the initial game program is 
reproduccd(decoded), the Main-CPU control switches from the program in the boot ROM to the 
game program decoded by the ROM data decoder. The Main-CPU continues to update the game 
program by performing data transfer with the Sub-CPU during game operation. 
transfer is performed by using the word RAM(TC142, IC143). 
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4-1 Communications between the Data Processor and the CD player section 
The Sub-CPU communicates with the mechanism controller in the CD-player section to obtain 

information and to play/reproduce the CD program. 

DBO-DB3 ~ 

IC691 
~ 

IC141 D/M -HD404019 IRQ ,,. 315-5632CV 
Mechanism CDCK . 

Data HOCK 
Controller ~ 

SCOR Processor 
~ s SCOR 

WfCK - A--1\ SUB-CPU 
IC601 - EXCK 

\r""1I CXD2SOOBQ -
SDATA -

Di gita ~ Signal LRCK 

Processor 
~ 

SBSO -
LATCH 

IC661 
~ 

SHIFT 
SM5841AS - ATT 

Digital Filter - ODATA 

DBO-DB3 

D/M 

IRQ 

COCK 

HOCK 

EXCK 

SDATA 

LRCK 

SBSO 

SCOR 

WFCK 

LATCH 

SHIFT 

ATT 

ODA TA 

Fig 4-2 Connection 

Data bus for communication 

Indication of data format. H: ROM data L; Audio data 

Interrupt request. This signal occurs when the mechanism controller wants to 

comunicate with the Sub-CPU. 

CD clock. The data from the mechanism controller is transfered with this clock. 

Host clock. The data from the Sub-CPU is transfered with this clock. 

External clock. Sub-CPU use this signal to read the subcode from the digital 

signal processor. 

Serial data. The data on a disc is outputted. 

UR clock. During the high level of this signal, the data on the SDATA is left 

channel. 

Subc:ode serial out. The subcodes P-W are output by bit. 

This signal is high when detecting either So or 81 of synchronizing signal. 

Write frame clock. Sub-CPU make the data processor to output EXCK when 

detecting the falling edge of this signal. 

Latch signal. This is used to latch the data inputted with SHIFT clock into the 

internal register. 

Bit clock. AT'I' is inputted with this clock. 

Attenuation data. 

The cd data is inputted into this terminal through the data processor. 
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4-2 Communications between the mechanism controller and sub-CPU 

iRQ 

Control of the CD player section is performed by the sub-CPU using the data processor (IC141). 
Communication is done at intervals of 13.3msec for CD reproduction or 15.8msec for other 
purposes when the timer in the mechanism controller is used. 
The mechanism controller outputs a IRQ signal to request communications and then sends the 
status information. The Sub-CPU then processes this information and transfers status information 
instruction back to the mechanism controller. (I am not sure of your exact meaning in this last 
sentence. Please verify before using.) 

CDCK 
1111111 · .... · 1111 1111111 · ..... !111 

D<lta from 
controller 

HOCK 

Dat<l from 
Sub-CPU 

5 Bytes 

Status information 

1111111 · .... · 1111 1111111···· .. ml 

I Command I 
5 Byte 

13.3msec { 1 s .8msec) 

Proce~; 

Fig 4-3 Timming chart of communication 

e Contents of the information from mechanism controller to sub-CPU 

1. Response to the sent commands. 
2. Status information of the mechanism. 

3. Response to the requests. 

e Contents of the information from sub-CPU to mechanism controller 

1. Commands to control the mechanism. 
2. Requests to know the status of the mechanism. 

e The communication is divided into following four states. 

© Reset mode 

~ Communication check phase 

CJ Communication loop phase 

® Communication stop phase 
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4-2-1 Commands and status information 

Commands from Sub-CPU to mechanism controller 

Symbol Code Command 

NOP 00 No operation 

STOP 10 Turnig off the motor and the laser 

REPORT REQEST 20 Request of status information. 

READ 30 Playback from the specified time. 

SEEK 40 Mo11e to the specified time to pause. 

PAUSE 60 Pausing 

PLAY 70 G)Tfadc:. move---'>PLAY ®Serch-->PLA Y @Pause--+PLA Y @stop--+PLA y 

@Reading TOC~PLAY 

SCAN-FF 80 Fast forw;;i rd 

SCAN-FR 90 Fast rewind 

TRACK ACCESS BO Access to the top of the specified tracK obtained the BCD code on the second byte. 

CLOSE co Close the cd door (Not used) 

OPEN DO Open the cd door {Not used) 

-- EO Pitch wntrol, Sound mode. Distinguishing a disc 

Status information from mechanism controller to Sub-CPU 

Stop 0 In the stop mode. 

Play 1 Playing data or music. 

Seek 2 Moving to the specified time. 

Scan 3 Ser(hing with a scan command. 

P;;iuse 4 Pausing at the specified time. 

Open s Tray oriem>d 

Sum error 6 Errnr detectioon of the ~um check for communication 

Command error 7 Missing the command 

Function error B Error occuring. Sends the error code with thi~ ~tatus information (One time only) 

TDC 9 Reading TOC 

Track move A Accessing with high speed. 

No d·Sc B No disc is set or can not focusing. 

Disc end c Pickup is in the le;;id-out are;;i. 

Tray E Cd door moving by open/close commands. 

Test F ln the test mode. 

R equest co d f es rom S b CPU u - to mec h anism contro II er 
A 0 Absolute time. ~Sub-Q signal 

R 1 Present time. -Sub-Q signal 

T 2 Track information. ·-Sub-Q signal 

TOCO 3 End time. -Start time of the lead-out ;;irea. 

TOCT 4 Track numbers of the start and end tunes. 

TOCN '5 Specifies track number N with BCD code. 

E 6 Error i nform;;ition (Latest error}. 

F F Not ready. 
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Error codes from the mechanism controller to Sub--CPU 
NO-ERROR 00 Error is noth;ng 

E-FO(US 03 Focus down for more than 100msec--JoRetry foi;using 

E-TRK 04 Returned to the normcil state (Got bcii;k on its normal state). 

E-GFS1 OS Mi~sing sync. signal --JoMuting 

E-GFS2 06 Missing sync signal-ioAll the functions are off 

E-A(CESS 07 Runaway in high speed acc€s.s[Time out}---loAll the functions are off 

E-FOCUS2 08 Focusing can not be performed.--JoAll the functions are off 

4-3 Communication between DSP(CXD2500BQ) and Data processor 
The functions of digital signal processor UC601) are as follows. 

1. Demodulation of EFM signal 

2. Error correction 

3. Demodulation of the subcode and error detection of Q data in the subcode. 

4. Spindle servo 

5. Communication with the mechanism controller 

6. Auto sequencer for servo 

7. Digital audio interface 

8. Outputs the data for digital level meter 

The DSP sends the data processor the subcode P-W and serial data. 

4-3-1 Serial data 

LRCK 

BCLK 

WDCK 
(Not us.ed) 

SDATA 

_J 
4 10 11 12 13 

Fig 4-4 Timming chart of sending SDATA 

L 

SDATA This is data read from CD disc to input to IC141 and IC161. If the data is sound 

output, it is directly output from IC141 ODATA to the digital filter. 

WDCK 

Error correction and de-interleave are done at IC161 if it is CD-ROM data. 

This is word clock and L and R channels are output for this one period. Its frequency 

is two times of the sampling frequency. 

BLCK Bit clock. 

LRCK This is UR clock and it is H when the SDATA is L-CH. 
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4-3-2 Subcode P-W 

WFCK l._ ____ __, L 
SCOR 

EXCK 

SBSO 

Fig 4-5 Timming chart of _sending SBSO 

5850 This is serial output for subcode(P-Q). 

Synchronized signal is output at "P" position when SCOR is H. 

'I'his is clock input for SBSO lead out. 

Write frame clock output. IC141 outputs EXCK when this signal becomes to low. 

EXCK 

WFCK 

SCOR It outputs H when SO or Sl of Subcode SYNC is detected. On this unit, it is input to 

IC141 after inputting to the mechanical controller for synchronized protection.) 
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4-4 Connection between sub-cpu and interface 

- EADO~EAD7 -
ED8-E015 - - 1(142, 143 
ERAS, ORAS - TCS 1 1664Bl-10 ECAS,OCAS -EOE. OOt WORD-RAM -
EWE, OWE -

l 
MEGA"DRIVi: 

VA1-VA16 I SECTION - I - 1(104 (TC531 024f} VDO-VD1 S 
~ - BOOT-ROM CASO 

BROM 
-

12M ___..,. 
VPA -FCO-FCl 

HALT 1(101 -
RESET ; MC68HCOOO 
UDS - LDS SUB-CPU -

- RN!/ 

Al-A19 - DO-DIS 
IC141 - 1PLO-IPL2 -

-
315-5632V ~ 

1(102 
DATA PROCESSOR ~C -

BRAM - LC3S64QM-10 
CLWE 

- BACKUP-RAM 
COE 

-
----. 

- - 1(131 

- 315-5476AV 

- PCM SOUND 
PCM 

GENERATOR -
ERES -

IC105 
CUWE - MN414270SJ-08 
PRAS 

PCAS PROGRAM-RAM 

PAO~PA8 -
4-

-

-
-

C2LR - IC161 

HRD LC89513K 

- DTE:N DECODER 

WAIT 
~ 

INT - CDC 

25M 
; 

Fig.4-6 CONNECTION BETWEEN SUB-CPU AND INTERFACE 
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Connect to the CD drive 
Pin No. Symbol 1/0 Function 

70, 73 WFCK, SBSO I Signal input irom CD drive ( CXD2500BQ) when sub-code is received. 

71 SCOR I Signal input from CXD2500BQ ( IC601) through the mechanism controller when ~ub-code 
is re<.eived. 

75, 76 LRCK, SDATA I D<ita input from CXD2500BQ 

77 C2PO -- Non connection 

87 DiM I The input data is the voice data or ROM data is shown. When the input level i> "High", 

{l: VOICE H: ROM) 
C2PO input signa~ output!. to C2LR ( pin98). When it is "Low", LRO< •nput signal outputs 
to C2LR. 

86 TRQ I lntenupt request sign<1I from IC691 

88 CDCK I Clock in from comminicate with IC691 

83 HOCK 0 Clock out to communicate with IC691 

82,81 DBO, DB1 1/0 Communication data with IC691 

80,78 DB2, DB3 

74 EXCK 0 Clock out to CXD25008Q 

Connect to the Game Processor 
Piri No. Symbol 1!0 Function 

--
5 ROM I When the main-CPU <iwos~es the <iddres5 $0 to $3FFFH, signal is input. 

6 CASO I When the main-CPU is read mode, signal is input. 

8, 7 UWR, LWR I When the main-CPU is write mode, signal is ~n put. 

11, 9, 12 RAS2,ASEL, CAS2 I When the MAIN-CPU accesses the D-RAM ( IC172). signal is inputs. { RAS2 ...... ASEL---)(AS2) 

13 FDC I When internal register has the ac,ess from the outside, signal is input. 

14 FRES I Power on res.gt sig na I 

171-190 VA1-17 I Address bus from m<1 in - CPU ( IC1 71 ) 

191-208 VD0-15 1/0 Data bus tomain-CPU{IC171) 

Connect to the DIA Converter 
Pin No. SJimbol 1/0 Function 

66 LATCH 0 Mode set latch enable 

67 SHIFT 0 Mode set clock 

68 ATT 0 Set up the digital attenuater and mode flag legister 

69 DTM 0 Audio data Ooutput 

Pin No. Symbol 110 Function 

137~141, 143-146, DO~D15 llO Data bus for sub CPU, sub CPU ( IC101 } , PROGRAM RAM ( 1(105 J: DO-Dl 5 

148-153, 155 Data decoder ( IC 161) , PCM sound LSI ( I Cl 31 ) , backup RAM ( IC102) ; DO-D 7 

99-i04 A19-A14 I Addre~s bus for sub-CPU ( IC101) 

105, 106, 1 OB-113, A13-A, 1/0 
~ub CPU(IC101 J :A1-A19, PCM sound LSI (IC131): A1~A13 

11 5-118,120 

45-49, 51-53117-24 OADO-7 I EADO-7 110 Address/data bus for 1(142, 143. 

54-59, 62,63125, 28-34 008-15/EDS~ 15 1/0 Oata bus to IC142. 143. 

40/35 ORAS, ERAS 0 Row address strobe for IC142. 143. 

41136 OCAS, ECAS 0 Column address strobe for IC142, 143. 

42137 ODE, EOE 0 Output enable for 1(142, 143. 

44139 OWE, EWE 0 Writ-e enable for ~C142, 143. 

156-163, 166 PAO-PAS 0 Address bus for data decoder ( 1(161 ) <1 nd sub· CPU progr<im RAM( IC105} 
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Pin No. Symbol 110 Function 

2 BRAM 0 Chip select signal for backup RAM ( IC102 pin20) 

4 BROM 0 Chip select signal for boot ROM {IC 104 pin 10 } 

167 PRAS 0 Row add nm strobe signal for prng ram RAM ( IC1 05 pin 14 l 

168 PCAS 0 Column address strobe sig na I for program RAM ( ICl 05 pin28} 

89 PCM 0 Chip select signal for PCM 50und controller ( IC131 pin77} 

94 CDC 0 Chip select signal for data decoder (IC161 pin32) 

95 COE 0 Output enable signal for backup RAM ( IC102 pin22}. program RAM ( IC105 pln27}. 
This signal is outputted for PCM sound LSI ( IC1 31 pin 13) and data decoder ( IC1 61 pin30) 
when data on a register is read. 

169 CUWE 0 This signal is outputted for program RAM ( IC105 pin13) when writing upper bits of data. 

170 CLWE 0 This signal is outputted for backup RAM ( IC102 pin27 ). 

93 INT 0 Interrupt request signal for data decoder ( IC161 pin43 ). 

92 HRD 0 Sub CPU read data signal for data decoder ( JC1£1 pin54 ). 

91 WAIT 0 Data request ~ignal for data decoder{IC161 pin44}. 

90 DTEN 0 Data enable signal for data decoder ( 1(161 pin55 )_ 

98 C2LR 0 For data decoder(IC161 pin2S). 

16 ERES 0 Reset signa I for data decoder ( IC1 61 pin22 } , mecha ni5m controller ( IC691 pin 14) and PCM 
sound controller ( IC131 pin64 }. 

1 25M 0 Clod signal for data dewder ( IC161 pin23 ). 

136 AS I Address strobe sig na I from sub CPU ( IC1 01 pin6 ). 

133 RiW I Read /write signal from sub CPU ( 1c101 pJn9 }. 

135 UDS I Upper data 5trobe signal from 5ub CPU(IC101 pin7). 

134 LOS I Lower data strobe ~ignal from sub CPU ( IC101 pin8 ). 

132 DTAK 0 Data transfer acknowledge signal for sub CPU { IC101 pin10 ). 

123 IPLO 0 Interrupt c:ontrol signal for sub CPU { 1(1 01 pin 27 ). 

124 IPL 1 0 lnterru pt c:ontrol signal for sub CPU {IC 1 01 pin 26 ). 

125 IPL2 0 Interrupt control signal for sub CPU {IC 1 01 pin 2 S: ). 

126 VPA 0 Valid peripheral address signal for sub CPU ( IC101 pin23 }. 

121 FCO I Processor status s~g nal from sub CPU (I Cl 01 pin30 }. 

122 F(1 I Proce5SOr statu~ SLQ nal from ~ub CPU ( IC1 01 pin29 }. 

128 HALT 0 Halt signal for sub CPU ( IC101 pin 19 ). 

127 RESET 0 Reset signa I for ~u b CPU ( IC101 pin20 ). 

129 12M 0 Clock signal for sub CPU ( 1c101 pin 15} and PCM sound controller ( 1c131 pin70 ). 

84 50M I Ma~ter doc:k input. 

64 LEDR 0 LED indication signal. 

65 LEDG 0 LED indication signal. 
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• LC89513 (IC161) Data decoder for CD-ROM 

Pin No_ Symbo~ 110 Function 

l,9, 17,33,49 VSS -- GND 

24, 56 VDD -- P0wer suply 

2-8. 10-16 RAO-RAl4 0 Add re5s bu~ These are used to select the specified address of tne extern a I memory 

18 {Data buffer RAM)_ 

19 RCE 0 Chip select 51gnal. This signal is as>erted when using external RAM_ 

20 RWE 0 Write enable signal_ This signal is outputted when writing data or, the erternal RAM_ 

21 ROE 0 Output enable signal. This sigllal is outputted when reading data on the external RAM_ 

22 RESET ~ The RESET input pin is an <ictive-low line. 

23 XTALCK ~ Clock input terminal for internal clock. 

25 C2PO I (2 error flag oaured on the CIRC decoding of d191tal dat;i at CXD2500BQ io inputted. 

This data is latched with the timing signal made from BCK and LRCK. 

26 BCK I Bit clock. This dock is used to input d<it<i. 

27 SDATA I Serial data input terminal. Th@ data 1s stored into the eKternal RAM. 

28 LRCK I This signal is used to distinguish that data i~ right or left. 

29 RS I Regi~ter select signal. H : Register L : Address register 

30 RD I This signal is inp1Jtted when data on a register is read by sub-CPU_ 

31 WR I This sign;il is inputted when d<1t01 is written on Ol register by sub-CPU. 

32 cs I Chip select signal. This IC is selected witn this sign"! by sub-CPU. 

34-41 DO~D7 ~IQ D;it;i bus These ano used to tra n'fe r data 

42 GS RAM I It is a terminal to use simil;ir SRAM_ 

43 INT 0 Interrupt request signal. This signal is outputted when LC89513 requests interrupt 

proce~s to sub-CPU 

44 DRQ 0 Data request signal. This signal is asserted when reading dati.l from ~ub-CPU_ 

45-46, 50-53 HDO-HD7 0 Data bus_ Sub-CPU reads data from these termin<;ils_ 

54 HRD I This signal is inputted when sub-CPU read data_ 

55 DTEN 0 Data eoabte. Sub-CPU can read data when this termi11al is low level_ 

57~64 100~107 1/0 Data bus. These are used to transfer data bi;tween external RAM and LC8951 3. 

• WORD-RAM (IC 142, 1C143) 

This RA'.Vl is used to transmit data between Main-CPU and Sub-CPU. Therefore, all data read 
by Sub-CPC js sent to Main-CPU through this RAM. 

Pin No Symbol VO Function 

14,29 ERAS, ECAS I Signals are input by RAS-'>CAS m case of access for IC141. It means refresh when they 

ORAS, OCAS I are input by CAS----J.RAS. 

28, 12 EOE, EWE j OE is input when data is re;id. 

OOE, OWE I WE is input when dat;i is written. 

1s~19 EAD0~7 1/0 Address for RAS and CAS <ire input in case of accessing. EAD0~7 become the bus for 
22~24 (OAD0-7} data in put and output after inputting add re~->-

11~19 ED8-15 1/0 The bus for data inp1.1t ~m:J output. 

32-39 {008~15) 
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• SUB-CPU (IC101) 

This IC101 controls SEGA-CD section. IC141 is like an peripheral circuit for SUB-CPU and it 
performs memory control, expansion and reduction of graphics and reading data from CD-ROM and 
Subcode. Data bus and address bus are uS:ed for transmission between SUB-CPU and IC141. 

Pin No_ Symbol 1/0 Function 

6 AS 0 It mean> <iddn::55 bu> A1~19 ;;1re effective. 

7 UDS 0 It mean> addre55 bus A15-8 are effective. 

8 LDS 0 It means addre;s !;;us D7-0 are effective. 

9 RN/ 0 It becomes L when data is output to 015-0 and becomes H io tase of the input_ 

29, 30 FCO, fC1 0 Both become H ~n case of INTACK. 

32-44 A1~A13 0 Address output A 1 3~ 1 a re output only when DMA(Di re ct Memory Access) for PCM_ 

45-50 A14-A17 1/0 A14-17 are output signal. 

1-5 00-Dl 5 1/0 Terminal to input and output dat<>. 

58-68 

15 SUM I Clock input to Sub-CPU. 

19 HALT I SMPU stop ~ign<il is input. 

20 R~SET I Reset signal is input_ (Simultaneous,y. HALT is input when resetting.) 

10 DTAK I Input of this sigrial means that the data transmissjon has finish@d. 

25~27 IPLO~ILP2 I This is input in c<i.se of jnterrupti ng Proc€5S. 

23 VPA I Input ~ignal when PLO~PL2 are effective 

• BACKUP-RAM (IC102) 

This is RAM for back up which is used to store CD-ROM data. (Back up stocks data during 
playing a game. It 1s possible to start the game from the halfway.) 
Only Sub-CPU can access. 

Pin No. Symbol 1/0 Function 

22 OE I When this is low, data C<in be read. 

27 Wf I When this is low, data can be written. 

20 CE1 I The CE input signal is inputted when d;;ita is read or written. 

2--10, 21, 23~25 AO~A12 I Address bus_ These are used to be selected the ~pecified memory. 

11~13, 15-19 1r01~11oa 110 Data bu~- Thes€ ate bidirectional ports_ 

• PROGRAM-RAM (IC105) 

This is mainly used for Sub-CPU control program and recording area for CD-ROM data. 

Pin No. Symbol 1/0 Function 

14,28 RAS,CAS -- The5e are input by RAS-i<AS wh€n accessing_ 

In case of refre>hing, the~e are input by CAS----1'RAS. 

27 OE I Output enable $ign'31 input. 

12 LWE I 
Tl'.is ;ignal is inputted when writing lower byte> of data. 

13 UWE I 
Tnis 5ignal is inputt~ when writing lupper bytes of d<ita. 

16-19 AO I 
Address bus input 22-26 ~A8 

2-5. 7-10. DQO 
110 Data input I output bus. 31-34,36~39 -DQ15 
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• BOOT-ROM (IC104) 

In this IC104, what recorded on aro CD BIOS, hardware cheeking program, design data and 
program for CD player operating screen and title screen CD-G program. Main-CPU makes this IC 
access. 

Pin No. Symbol 110 Function 

2 CE I Thjs is input when Main-CPU reads $0-1 FFFF except $72. At th is ti me, $A 1 2006 for 

Main-CPU is output to VD15-0_ 

20 OE I Output enable signal input. 

• 315-5476A (IC131) : PCM sound generator 

This ic is for PCM sound generator system, including DCO( Digital control oscilator) and DCAS 
(Digital control amplifier). PCM sound generator system can be composed by connecting external 
memory for wave data and DIA converter. This system is controlled by sub-CPU. 

Pin No. Symbol 

1-10, 80-78 A0-A12 

13 RD 

14 WR 

28-21 D0-D7 

35 BCLK 

36 DATA 

40 LRCK 

44-51 RAMAD7-

RAMA DO 

53-59, 65-68 RAMA 14-RAMAB 

73-76 RAMA7-RAMAO 

60 RC51 

61 RCS2 

62 ROE 

63 RWE 

64 RES 

70 XIN 

77 cs 

1/0 

I 

I 

I 

110 

0 

a 

0 

1/0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

I 

i 

Function 

Address bus. These are used to specify the memory. 

This sign;;il 1s used to be read data by an external device. 

This signal 1s used to be written data by Cln external de\lice. 

These are used to transfer data. 

Bit clock. This is used to transfer data to DIA converter. 

Serial data to DIA converter. 

UR clo<k. Th is is u~ed to d isting uFsh that DAT A is left cna nne I or dg ht channel. 

Data bus. These are used to transfer data between external RAMs and this ic. 

RAMA14-RAMA8 are used to ;;iddre~s upper 8 bits of external memory. 

RAMA7-RAMAO are used to address lower a bits of external memory. 

Chip select signal. this is used to selett the external memory for lower data. 

Ch~p select signal. this is used to select the external memory for upper data. 

This is outputted when reading data from the externa1 memory. 

This is outputted when writing data into the external memory. 

Reset signal input. 

System dock input. 

Chip select signal. 
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4-6 CD-BIOS 
A} Plays a disc from a specified track. 

Stops reproduction 
Plays a track once 
Plays a track repeatedly 
Plays a disc from the specified time 
Moves the pickup to the head of a track to pause 
Moves the pickup to the specified time 
Pa use on the way of the reproduction 
Release the pa use to play 
Searches forward 
Searches backward 
Stops searching to play 

B) Start to read data from the specified logical sector 
Read data on the specified logical sectors 
Pause at the specified logical sector 
Suspends the read of data 
Release the suspention to read data 

C) Check whether the request command are accepted or not 
Read status 
Read TOC 
Write data into the TOC table 
Set a time for changing from pause to standby 

D) Set a sound level 
Change a sound level gradually at a specified speed 

E) Start to read data from the present sector 
Suspend read1ng data 
Confirm data is ready 
Ready for reading data 
Read data by sub-CPU 
Stop reading data 

F) Ready for reading the subcode 
Start to read the subcode 
Suspend reading the subcode 
Transfer error status in reply 
Take the R, S, T, U, V, and W codes out of the subcode 
Take the P and Q codes out of the subcode 

G) Set the LED mode 

H) Initialize the boot system 
Stops bootl ng 
Call the routine for interrupt process 
Requests to check the possibility for booting 
Confirms the checking the kind of a disc has flnished 

I} Readys for reading and writing the backup RAM 
Transfers the status of the backup RAM 
Searches the specified fi ~e 
Read data from the bakup RAM 
Writes data into the bakup RAM 
Deletes data in the bakup RAM 
format the baku p RAM 
Makes directories 
Colates the data in the bakup RAM with the source data 
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5. CD Player Section 
This chapter explains cd player section. 

5-1 Signal flow 

·-------, 

RF amplifier 
Error amp. 

for focus and 
tracking 

CXA1571M 

: CD : Focus servo 
1mechanism 1 .__ __ -ITrcicking servo 
J I 
: :

1-----1 Feed servo 

~-------J Spindle servo 

RF processing 
Focus J tri!Ck i ng 

control 

CXA1372Q 

LA6536M 

EFM decode 
Decode of subcode 
Detecting subcode error 

Spindle control 

Instruction 
(XD2SOOBQ 

t-----'I.,.. SUB-Q data 

1------.~ Subcode P-W 

1---- Sericil data. 

oomma~ r-----------, 
Mechanism 
controller 

i-.---~· I 
1 Data processor : 

L-----------.J 

Fig 5-1 CD player section 

The RF signal is amplified by CXA1571M to output to CXA1372Q where the RF signal is 
converted to digital signal. CXD2500BQ decodes the signal to obtain the serial data, subcode 
P-W and Q data. 

5-2 Flowchart of starting cd player 

CD door opened 

Stand-by 

The Pick up i.s not in the rest position. 
(The power was turned off during the 
reproduction before.) 

,,,,,,. "'T· ., 
Detecting whether pickup is at the rest switch 
or not using pin IS. of IC601, IC691 output the 
signal to return the pickup to the rest switch_ 

The door closed. 
The pkhup is in the rest position. 

?in 48 of IC691 becomes high level to turn the laser on. 

Focus drive signal appeares on the pin 5 of 1cso2_ 

The signal generated by the focus lens~ going up is inputted into pin46 and47. 

When the volltage level of FE !ignal accross the slice 
level, FZC signal is outputted from SENSE terminal. 

I 

FOK signal is outputted from pin 33, when the signal 
which is enogh to reproduce a disc is obtained. 

CXD2SOOBQ wmmands CXA1372Q to turn the focus servo on. 

Focus ON Fig 5-2 Flowchart of CD Start 
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5-3 Process 

All of the functions are performed by the digital signal processor (CXD2500BQ), rece1vmg the 
commands sent from the mechanism controller. The controller has 15 kinds of commands, 4 kinds 
of which. $0X-$3X are used for CXA1372Q to do auto sequence. 

Table 1 Commands from the mechanism controller 

DATA Commands 

$OX Data to control the focus servo. 

$1X Data for tracking gain and to have the brake ci re u it on or off. 

$2X Turning the tracking and feed servo on or off. 
Data to make jump pulse and when accessing_ 

$3X Data to select the focus search and feed kick peak values. 

$4X Auto sequence. 

$5X Set timers for auto sequencer. 

$6X Set a timer for the auto sequencer_ 

$7X Set the number (N) for execution of a 2N track jump or N track move. 

$8X Mode specification (Refer to 

$9X Function speci"fication (Refer to 

$AX Audio control (Refer to 

$BX Set counter for the cd mechanism. 

$CX Set the spindle servo gain. 

$DX CLV (Constant of line velocity) control. 

$EX Set the CLV mode. 

Data $XX consists of 8 bits 07, D6, 05, D4, D3, D2, 01 and DQ_ 

5-4 Auto sequence 

We will explain the sequence of auto focusing at the start of cd player and tracking jump which 

are performed by the auto servo sequencer employed in CXD2500BQ, in which data $OX -$4X 
are used. Fig 5-3 shows the control signals required for the auto sequence. 

CXA1372Q CXD2500BQ 

Servo 
MIRR 80 Auto CPU 71 DATA 

MIRR -- 72 FOK 1 Sequencer +--- Interface XLAT Mechanism FOK ~ -7.11 (LOK 
- controller 

CNIN 76 HD404019 
C.out SEIN 75 = 6" SENS 

~ 

SENS DATO 77 
DATA - CLKO 79 

CU< XLTO 7S 
XLT -

Fig 5-3 Control signals for the auto sequencer 

CXD2500BQ receives the commands shown in table 2 on the next page to perform the auto 
focusing and tracking jump processes with CXA1372Q. 
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Table2 Lower 4-bit of command $4X 

Commands 

CANCEL 

FOCUS-ON 

1TRACKJUMP 

10 TRACK JUMP 

2 NTRACK JUMP 

NTRACK MOVE 

RXF:O FORWARD 
RXF = 1 REVERSE 

03 

0 
0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Data $0X-$3X are used to control CXA1372Q 

5-4-1 Focus ON 

02 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

x 
01 DO 
a 0 
1 1 

0 RXF 

1 RXF 

0 RXF 

1 RXF 

CXD2500BQ performs auto focusing by rece1vmg the eommand $47 from the mechanism 
controller when starting of cd player. In this sequence, the signal outputted from the terminal 
SENSE is FZC (Focus zero cross) signal which is used to turning the focus servo on. Fig 5-4 shows 
the timing chart and flow chart of auto focus. 

AUTO FOCUS $47 latch 

XLAT u 
FOK 

NO 

SEIN(FZC} ! j l 
I I 
I I NO I I 
I 

BUSY I 

I I 

t l~ • t Blind E 1110 Command to 
$03 $08 

CXA1372Q 

Focus servo ON 

END Fig 5-4 Timing chart and flow chart of 'Auto focus' 
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FZC 

Focus 
pha~e 

compens;ition 

FS2 
~ ...... -vvr+~~~~~---1 1-'-"-~-'\l\A-' 

Fig 5-5 Focus circuit 

Focus search 

FLB 

o VC: Center 
voltage 

The lower 4 bits of the data, D3, D2, Dl and DO of $OX correspond to the switches FS4, FS3, FS2 

and FSJ CO==ON, }:;::;OFF). '!'urning the power on, the capacitor connected to pin 7 is charged by 

$00. Since FS2 is on, the vo1tage is not outputted and the output of pin 5 is VC. Turning FS2 to 

1 by $02, the output of pin5 is pul1ed low. Then $03 turns F'Sl to 1 to decrease the voltage of pin 

7 as shown in Fig 5-5. 

Voltage 

VC ----~Tim• 
-----H--+ 4: • 4 • ~ • ~ ~ 

Data 00 02 03 02 

Fig 5-6 Change of focus drive signal 

Fig 5-7 shows the timing chart of focucing. 

Pushing the play button, focus error(FE) signa1 

occurs. When the voltage level of FE acrosses the 

operating point c?\l, focus zero cross(FZC) signal is 

outputted on the terminal of SENSE. CXD2500HQ 

detects FZC and FOK to transfer the data $08 

turning the focus servo on. 
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03 02 

Data 

Focus drive si g na I 

Focus error 

SENSE 

(FZC) 

FOK 
(Focus OK) 

00 02 03 j 08 
I " ..... 
1 •• •••· 

I .. 
I 

Focus servo is on. 

Fig 5-7 Timing chart of focusing 



Focus OK circuit 

J.''ocus OK (FOK) signal is used as a condition to turn the focus servo on. If the pickup gets the 
extern! stress when FE signal passing the operation point, FZC occurs but the pickup is made out 
of the just focusing position. In this case the following process can not be performed correctly. So 
the signal processor (CXD2500BQ) turns the focus servo on by detecting FZC and FOK. FOK 
indicate that pickup is on just focusing position. 

RF 

1ignal 

DEFECT circuit 

FOCUS OK AMP 

FOK 

Fig 5-8 Focus OK circuit 

This circuit is used to detect a crack or dust by the level change of the RF signal. 

Short time (onsta nt 

RFO 

(Omp::irator 

HOLD 

1 
To processor 

Fig 5-9 Focus OK circuit 

OHECT 

'f he bottom envelope of the RPO signal is detected by the bot.tom hold circuits with long time 
constant and short time constant after inverted. The short time constant circuit responds Lo a disc 
mirror defect more than O.lmsec. The long time constant circuit holds the level of RF signal prior 
to the defect. When the defect signal generated by the envelope signals occurs, the voltages of 
focus error and tracking error signals are holded so that the servo circuits do not trace the 
irregular signal 

b 

c 

RFC 

DEFECT 
AMP 

rIJIJJMv:m ............ 1~ _ ............................... 

~lliMdf - d 

BOTTOM ,..,...------- Defect -----/"° 
HOLD(l) f -----------

b DEFECT 

Fig 5-10 Generation of DEFECT signal 
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5-4-2 Tracking jump 

TEIN 

The tracking circuit is controlled by the data sa follows. 

$1X D7 D6 05 D4 03 D2 

BREAK 

$2X 

0 

07 

0 

0 

06 

0 

Data for tracking /feed servo 

0 

05 04 

0 

ANTI 

SHOCK 1'.irtuit 

circuit 

D3 D2 

lra,king 
control 

00 OFF 
01 Servo ON 
10 FWD-jump 
11 REW-jump 

D1 

TG2 

D1 

DO 

TG1 

DO 

Feed 
control 

00 OFF 
01 Servo ON 
10 FWD-ju~p 

11 REW-jump 

The tracking jump in FWD and REV direction arc performed by turning the switch TM3 and 

TM4 on. And feed kicks are also done by TM5 and TM6. SSTOP detects the rest switch on or 

off. SENSE terminal can output AS signal which means anti-shock when anti-shock circuit is set 

on by the data $1X. Anti-shock signal is active when the machine is shocked. The auto 

sequencer counts the number of the pulse of CNIN as the number of the tracks to be jumped to 

access the destination when jumping tracks from 0 to 127. For more than 128 tracks, 11IHR 

signal is used. 

FEED MOTOR 

ATSC 

~~~~~~~ ............ --~~~----' 
~ .. 

TM5 

TM4 

~ 
~.,..-+-~~~~-I 

TM3 

Tracking 
,___ _ __,,,,.,.._~~-----1 phase 

compensation TAO 

TG2 

Fig 5-1 i Tracking, feed circuit 

TG1, TG2 

TG1 and TG2 are used to select the tracking gain up or normal. 
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Break circuit 
This circuit is used so that the pickup accesses the destination smoothly. If the tracking servo 

is on, the 1enz of pickup is added the power to prevent being off from a track on the track when 

performing a jump. And if the tracking servo is turned on when moving the lens, the same 
symptom also occurs. Using this circuit, the tracking servo is turned on when the pickup is on a 

track during jump, so that the pickup stops smoothly. 

® 

~I 

Envelope 

detection 

Wave 

r€cbfii;;ition 

Wave 

rectifii;ation 

Edg€ 

detection 

02 of $2X 

Fig 5-12 Breake circuit 

Inner circumfereni;e~uter i;ircumference Outer circu mference-->I n ner drcum ference 

I 
I 

•········• OV 

Fig 5-13 Waveform 

(MIRR) 

(TZC) 

Fig 5-13 shows the differences between the waveform obtained during the pickup movement 

from inner to outer and outer to inner. The tracking error signal on the both movements are out 

of phase with each other by 180 degrees. This characteristic is used to make the timing to turn 

the servo on and oIT. 

ANTI-SHOCK CIRCUIT 
This circuit increases the tracking servo gain after detecting mechanical shock applied to the 

player to prevent sound skip_ CXA1372Q pin45 detects the shock, though it is not used in this 

model. 
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MIRROR circuit 
This circuit makes the MIRR signal whitch is used to count the number of tracks acrosscd. On 

the track, MIRR sgnai is low level and high on out of the track. Fig 5-15 shows how to make 

MIRR signal. 

RFO >--1 

RFO 

G 
RFI 

H 

(PEAK HOLD) 

I 

(BOTTOM HOLD) 

PEAK& 
BOTIOM 

L--Wl-..,_--11,__~---I HOLD 

Fig 5-14 Mirror <ircuit 

~111111~ ~ [illJ] 

u 

I 

MIRR:,~-------tAf-----
1 IF I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I , I I I I I I I I I 

MIRR 

Fig 5-15 Internal waveform 

H 

L 

ov 

ov 

ov 

ov 

The RF signal is inverted to make the peak and bottom envelope signal. MIRR signal is 
obtained by comparing the signal K which is made from the peak envelope signal peak-holded 

with long time constant and the signal J. made from the peak and bottom envelope signals. 

COUT the signal mede by latching MIRR with TZC(tracking zero cross) signal, is used to count 

the numbers of tracks when short jumping 1 track or 10 tracks because MIRR occurs by a defect 

of a disc. When 2N track jumping and N track moving, MIRR signal is used because of the delay 
of phase of MIRR signal. 



1 TRACK JUMP 

Receiving the data $48($49) from the mechanism controller,· The auto sequencer transfer the 
data $28($2C) to perform 1 track jump. The reverse kick signal is outputwd when CNIN becomes 

high level. Passing the break time B, the data $25 is outputted. Blind A is the waiting time 

which is used so that the controller does not perceive CNIN at the kick as the rising edge to 

kick to the reverse direction. 

1 TRACK 

WAIT (Blind A) 

Track reverse kitk 

to the previous kick 

WAIT (Break B} 

NO 

Tracking, feed servo ON 

END 

10-TRACKJUMP 

X:LAT 

CNIN 

BUSY 

Data to 
CXA1372Q 

$48 or 

$49 LATCH 

LJ 

$28{FWD-kick) 

$2C(REV·kick) 

r ! JI 

Break B t 
-----'t~ $2C(REW-k ick) 

---~ $28(FWD-kid::) 
$25(Servo ON} 

Fig 5-16 Flowchart and timing chart of 1-track jump 

The difference between 1-track jump and 10-track jump is whether feed kick is performed or 

not. In this sequence, the reverse kick is performed after counting the 5 pulses of CNIN. 

Detecting that the speed of movement is low enogh, the <lat.a to turn the tracking and feed servo 

on is transfered. When the CNIN cycle is greater than the Overflow C, the controller perceives 

the speed low. 

10TRACK 

Track, feed kick 

WAIT (Blind A) 

Revei-se kitk to the 
pre11iou~ kick 

NO 

NO 

Track, feed servo ON 

XLAT 

CNIN 

BUSY 

Data to 
CXA1372Q 

$4A or 

$48 LATCH 

LJ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

--~~1~~~~:'--~~~~r 
J I I I I 
u ~i.• CNIN 5-count .. 1.. ~1 
f" "1.. " 1 1...------..1 

$2A 

$2F 

Blind A 1 1 j.;'r 1 
I : /' I 

$iE Overflow C S2S{Servo ON) 
$2B 

$28: Tracking FWD-jump, Feed-OFF 

$2A: Trac.king FWD-jump, Feed FWD 

$2fl : Tracking FWD-jump, Feed REW 

$2C : Tracking REW-jump, Feed OFF 

$2E: Tr;:1d:.ing REW-jump, Feed FWD 

$2F: Tr;:1cking REW-jump. Feed REW 

Fig 5-17 Flowchart and timing chart of 10-track kick 
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2N- TRACK JUMP 

Receiving $4C($4D) from the controller, the jump is performed according to the flowchart. 

When counting the tracks, G:'\IN is used for the jump with the tracks less than 128 and MIRR 

is used for the tracks more than 128. The reverse kick is done when counting :N-track. And the 

data to turn the tracking servo on is issued when the cycle of CNIN is greater than Overflow C. 

Then feed servo is turned on after passing the time KICK D. 

10TRACK 

Traci, feed kick 

WAIT (Blind A) 

Reverse trac:k kid 

to the previous kick 

Track servo ON 

WAIT (Kick DJ 

Feed servo ON 

END 

N-TRACK MOVE 

NO 

NO 

XLAT 

CNIN 

BUSY 

D;;ita to 

CXA1372Q 

$4C or 
$4DLATCH 

LJ 

r 

·~ \'' I I 
I I 
I I 

' 
$2A 

CNIN (MIRR) 

N -count 

$2F Blind A 

$28: Tracbng FWD-jump, Feed-OFF 

$2A: Tr<iding FWD-jump, Feed FWD 

$2B '.Tracking F-WD-jump. Feed REW 

$2(: Tracking REW-jump, Feed OFF 

$2E: Tr<icklng REW-jump, Feed FWD 

$2F: Tracking REW-jump. Feed REW 

I 
I 

•• I 
I 
I 
I 

S2E 

S29 

I 
r 
I 
I 
L 

11llfiiJD 
j l 

I 
I 

:~ ~:~ ~: I I KickD I 
I I 
> I 

$26 $25 

Ov€rflow C $27 

Fig 5-18 Flowchart and timing chart of 2N-Track jump 

This sequence is performed by only feed movement. When counting the tracks, CNIN is used 

for the jump with the tracks less than 128 and 1.HRR is used for the tracks more than 128. 

1 TRACK 

Track servo OFF 

Feed FWD 

WAIT (Blind A) 

Tracking feed servo 
ON 

END 

NO 

XLAT 

(N1N 

(MIRR) 

BUSY 

Data to 

CXAB72Q 

Fig 5-19 

$4E or 

$4F LATCH 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

11 : Ill I 
I 
I 
r 

I 

•:• .I •• r 
I (NIN {MIRR} t t fllind Ai 

N-wunt 

$22{F~ed FWD) 

$23(Feed REV} 
$25(Servo ON) 

Flowchart and timing chart of N-track move 
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5-5 Reference 
5-5-1 Description of SENSE signals {Pin 69 of CXD2500BQ) 

D;;it<1 from the SENSE out 
mechnism 
controller ASEQ =0 ASEQ = 1 (Auto sequencer: ON) 

$OX z SEIN (FZC) 

S1X z SEIN (A.S) 

$2X z SEIN(TZ.C.) 

$3X z SEIN (SSTOP) 

$4X z XBUSY(During the suspention of the ;iuto sequencer: H) 

$5X z FOK(The signal inputted in FOK terminal) 

$6X z SEIN (Z) 

$AX GFS 
Sa me as fight GFS It is high le1,rel when the frame sunc is obtained at the correct time. 

$BX COMP COMP Used in counting the number oi tracks set in register B. This output turns 

Same as right 'H' when the count 1; latched ii"\ register B then the wunt is latched in 
register B once more. It is reset to 'L' le1,rel when the wunt of CNIN inputs 
reaches the value set in the first register B. 

sex COUT COUT Us<>d in counting the nu m bef of tracks set in register B. Th is output turns 

Same as right 'H' when the count is latched in register B then the count i~ latched in 
register C. It is toggled evry time the count of CNIN inputs reaches the 
1,ra 1 ue sert in register B. 

$EX OV64 OV64 Turns low when the ch;innel clo(k pulse count has exceeded 64 after 

Same as right pa~sa ge of the E FM ~ign<il th rough the sync detection filter. 

$7X, ax, 9X, DX, FX z 0 

5-5-2 Channel clock regeneration 
The first-stage PLL is used for vari-pitch regeneration , which is the reference clock for all the 

circuit in CXD2500BQ. The second-stage PLL regenerates RF dock pulses for use by t.he thfr<l

stage digital PLL which regenerates channel clock. 

Fig 5-20 

~-------------------------------------------, 

.2/1 MUX vari-piti:;h 

1/1000 

1/1000 + n 

Up down counter 

n~ -217~168 

Microcomputer control vui-pitch 

I 
I 
I 

--------~~-------------~--~~~---------~ 
~~------------------------------------~ 

DIGITAL PLL 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L-------------~-----------~~----------------~ 
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5-5-3 Data from Mechanism controller 

$7X Specify the number N for 2N-track jump and ~~lrack move. 

Data 1 Data 2 D;it33 D.;ita4 
Comm.;ind 

D3 02 D1 00 03 D2 Dl DO D3 D2 01 DO D3 02 Dl DO 

N 21~ 214 2u 212 211 210 29 28 21 2• 25 24 ;p 2• 21 2a 

$8X Mode specification 

Function of $8X (02 is not used.) 

Bit Mode D 

D3 CD ROM 1 

0 

01 D.out Mute 1 

F 0 

DO WSEL 1 

0 

LRC K 

WDCK 

CDROM=O 

(2PO 

CDROM" 1 

Fig 5-21 

l>ro~ess 

CDROM mode{Refer to the timing chart below} 

Audio mode(Refer to tne timing chart below) 

When digital out ls on( Pin MD2=1}, DA out is muted_ 

Digital out on/ofi, DA output muting is unaffected. 

r..ync protection window width is ± 26 cnannel clock pulses. Antirollingness is ennanced_ 

Sync protection window width is± 6cnannel,lod pulses- Syn,. protection window is en ha need. 

Reh 1 6bit C1 Pointer 

C2 Pointer for 
upper 8-bit 

C2 Pointer for 
lower 8-bit 

Reh G' Pointer 

I 

When C2 pointer is 1. data is NG_ 

Leh 1 6bit Cl Pointer 

(2 Pointer for 
upper 8-bit 

C2 Pointer for 
lower 8-bit 

Leh C2 Pointer 

$9X Function specification 

Function of $9X 
Bit Mode 1/0 Spindle P;o~ess 

D3 of DCLV 0 CLVS mode Terminal F-SW- L.MON L H.MDS ~Z.MDP=Servo control signal 

Data 1 ON/OFF (Refer to $EX) 

CLVP mode Terminal FSW ~ Z,MON ~ H,MDS ::Speed control signal 

1 CLVS.CLVP modes When DCL V PMW MD of S DX is 1. M DS is polarity sig na I MDP i> absolute va I ue 

When DCL V PMW MD of$ DX is 0, M DSis high impedance MOP is 3 ~fate outputs 

D2 of DSPB 1 - Double speed play. C2 error correct~on 1~ quadruple V;;iri-pitch control ~s enablk.ed. 

Data1 0 - Nor:-n a I speed play. C2 error correction is double_ V;;iri-pitch control is en;;ibled. 

DO of DPLL 1 - RFPLL(Spindle servo} enters analog mode. PDO, VCOI and VCOOare used 

0.;ita1 0 - RFPLL(Spi nd le) enters dig ita I mode. PDO be com es high impedance mode. 

D1 of FLFC 1 - Double speed playback: and vari-pitch mode 

Data2 0 - Ex(ept above 

03,02 of data 2 

D3(Bi tiG L MAI NJ "0 D3(BiliGL MAIN)" 1 

D2 (BilG L Sub) - 0 STEREO MAIN 

02 (BilG L Sub}= 1 SUB MUTE 
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$AX :For audio control 

Lower 4-bit of $AX 

Data 1 Data 2 
Bit r 

D3 D2 Dl DO D3 02 

03 Vari Vari Mute Att PCT1 PCT2 
up down 

Vari up 

Vari down 

XTalO% yco 0%:+0.1% ~ +0.2%] +0.3% : +0.2%: +0.1%: +0% : -0.1%: -0.2%: XTalO% 

·~ ----t~•,.:4---~:.....--....:f----t:--~ ---~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~:~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ 
. . . "l'BI 5-22 . . . . . 

Function of DO ,D1 

DO 01 

0 Attenuation OFF Muting is off except the conditions below. , -12dB Muting ON 

Muting condition of CXD2SOOAQ 

1 When MUTE of the data $AX is 1. 

2. When the terminal MUTE is 1. 

3. D.OUT 0N(MD2:::::: 1) and D.out Mute F of $8X is 1. 

4. CFS is low for more than 35ms. 

5. BiliGL MAIN and SUB of $9X are 1. 

6. PC'I'l of is 1 and PC'l'2 of $AX is 0 
Fu nct~on of D3 and 02 

Data 2 PCM 

D3 02 
Meaning 

Gain 

0 0 Normal mode xOdB 

0 1 Leve[ meter mode xOdB 

1 0 Peak meter mode Mute 

1 1 Normal mode xOdB 

Explanation for Level Meter Mode 

ECC correction 
capacity 

c1: Double C2: Quadruple 

C1: Double C2: Quadruple 

C1: Double C2: Double 

C1 : Double C2: Double 

1. This mode makes the digital level meter function available. 

2. Inputting 96-bit of clock to SQCK, 96bits of data can be outputted on SQSO. The first 80 

bits are for sub-Q data. And the next 15 bits are the PCM data ordered LSB-first, the 

channel of which is indicated by the last bit. If it is low, the PCM data has been 

generated in left channel 

3. The PCM data is reset once it is read. At the same time the LfR flag is reversed. While 

this state is kept until the next read is performed, p{)ak level is being detected. 
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2 3 so 81 96 

SQCK~·········· LfU1__J 
SQSO 

WFCK 

SOCK 

SOSO 

WFCK 

SQCK 

-14--- Sub-Q data -----t•~l41-------l 5-bit peak. data-------- t 
2 3 2 3 

-~~~~_.__._.~~~~~U_R~~~~~~~~-C_R~C_F __ _,_,_.~~---Rl_L~~__,)( CRCF 

L..___98-bit datoi -----•r4_Peak data of __JV 
~hold section thissecti~ Peak data 

Fig 5-23 Timing chart using level meter 

Explanation for Peak Meter Mode 
1. The peak level of PCM data is detected regardless the channel in this mode. 

2. Inputting 96 pulses of clock into SQCK, 96 bit of data are outputted from SQSO. 

Peak data 

UR flag 

3. The register stored the peak level data is reset by setting PC'I'l high and PCT2 low. 

4. The last bit of the 96-bit data is o constantly. 
5. When using this mode, 

2 3 2 3 

96 dock 96dock 

pulse pulse 

WFCK CRCF x CRCF x CRCF 

Measure m nt --tj f.--Measu rem nt ----..j f+--Measu rem nt -

Fig 5-24 Timing chart using peak meter 

$CX Used to set the gain when the spindle servo is in CLVP mode or CLVS mode (Refer to 

$EX). The gain in CLVP mode is set by D3 and D2 of $CX. The gain in CLVS mode is 

set by DO and Dl of $CX and D3 of $DX. 

Gain in CLVS mode Gain in CLVP mode Gain in CLVP mode 

$CX $DX 
Gain 

$CX Gain for $CX Gain for 
D1 DO DO D3 02 MDP Dl DO MDS 

0 0 0 -18dB 0 0 -6dB 0 0 -6dB 
0 0 1 -6dB 0 1 OdB 0 1 OdB 
0 1 0 -12dB 1 0 +6dB 1 0 + 6dB 
0 1 1 OdB , 0 0 -6dB 

1 0 1 +6dB 
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$DX Spindle control setting 

Function of $DX 

Bit 

03 

D2 

Dl 

MOS 

MDP 

MDS 

MDP 

Mode 1/0 f>roce~> 

DCLV PWM MO t MDS and MDP are used to control the spindle motor. 
Refer to the timing 

0 Only MDP is used to control spindle motor. below 

TB 1 In ClVS or CLVH mode, bottom value is held at period of RFCK/16 

0 In CLVS or CLVH mode, bottom value is neld at period ofRFCK/32. 

TP 1 In CLVS mode, peak va I ue is ne Id at periods of RFCKf2_ 

0 In CLVS mode, peak value is held at periods of RFCKJll. 

Accete ration 
1 4~ n x236nsec(n ~o-31) 

__Jl_,.._____._ ............ ..___-_n__ .. I ...... JL .......... , .-------, r'"l r ............ ~CLV PWM MD~O 
1.-132kHz ,. LJ L___J L_J 

7.6µs Deceleration 

1• 132kHz•1 
7.6µs l..J__n x 236nsec(n ~ o~31) 

Deceleration 

DCLV PWM MD~ 1 

Fig 5-25 

$EX Control data for sp~ndle servo 
Lower4-bit 

D3 02 01 

0 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

0 1 1 

MDS 

MDP 

FSW 

MON 

MDS 

MDP 

FSW 

MON 

Mode Function 
DO 

0 STOP Mode fm stop spindle motor (Timing cha rt 1) 

0 KICK Mode for tum the motor forward (Timing chart 2) 

0 BRAKE Turn the motor reverse (Timing chart 3} 

0 CLVS Rough servo mode for use tor drawing disc run into RF-PLL capture range when the RF-

PLL d~cuit lock has been disengaged. 

l CLVP PLL 5efvO mode 

0 CL\IA CL\IS and CLVP ar_e automatically switched modes during normal player states_ 

Kick 

-------- z --------- MDS - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - Z - -- -- - - --

-- ----- - z --------- MDP 

H 
L 7.6yS 

L FSW L 

liming chart 1 MON H 

Breake 

z ---------

L 

H 

Timing chart 3 

Fig 5-26 
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5-5-4 Sub-Q read 
The Sub-Q data reproduced on a bit per- frame basis are stored into the 80-bit serial/parallel 

register and the CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) circu1t. When the results of a CRC on the 96bits 

of sub-Q are OK, SQSO is set to 1 as CRCF is 1 and 96bits data is outputted to SQSO. The 

mchcanism controller confirms that SCOR and SQSO are both high level to transfer 80 pulses of 

clock lo read the i;;ub-Q data from SQSO. 

SCOR 

SOSO ==x- CRCF 1 x CRCF 1 x CRCF2 

SQCK 

I I I I I I ..... · I I I I 
Fig 5-27 

* CRC is used to detect some error in the sub-Q data. 
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6. Function 

6-1 Sound source 

Sound reproduced from CD-DA (general CD sound). 
For CD-RO:'.'d game, audio signal from CD is used as BGM. 

PCM sound source, Stereo 8ch(IC131), Monaural 1ch(IC191 built in) 
l''or GENESIS, only monaural PCM sound h; used. Stereo PC:M sound source is not used for a 
cartridge for GENESIS since it is built in a software of SEGA-CD section. 
controls high quality music and sound. It is built in also super family computer. 

The program 

FM sound source, Stereo 6ch{IC191) 

Main sound source when ROM cartridge is used. 

PSG sound source, 3notes + 1noise(IC191) 
This is mainly used for sound effect(jmitation sound). Tt can be also used as BGM and it was 
previously used in family computer, MSX and so on. 

6-2 Sound signal during playing a game 

GENESIS 

F:M, PSG and monoral PCM sound sources are used for ROM cartridge. Stereo PCM sound 
source is not used since it is not appropriate for the hardware of GENESIS section. 

SEGA-CD 

* 

FM and PSG sound sources and also PCM sound source and CD-DA are used for CD-ROM. 
Usable sound source is different depending on a game software. ROM data is recorded on 1st 
track of SEGA-CD. 

BOOT ROM in the unit starts and the demonstration screen of X'EYE is displayed on the 
screen if the power is turned on without inserting a cartridge. PCM sound source is used for 
this back ground music. 

Generally, PSG is used for effective sound(imitation sound) during playing a game. Such 
effective sound is sometimes recorded on a disc as mus1c for a certain software. CD sound used 
during a game is confirmed if after 2nd track of CD-ROM is reproduced. 
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6-3 Other circuits 

6-3-1 Vocal masking 
Vocal sound is lowered by the filter when CD on which vocal is recorded is reproduced in this 

vocal masking mode. Vocal masking makes Q651 and Q652 off and opposite signal is input to 

IC651's non-:inverting input through BPF. For IC651, monaural element is canceled. 

IC651 

IC65i 

RIGHTSIGNAL---------+--+------------v.l'v--1 

Vo~<il masking 
control s~g na I 
H; OFF L :ON 

~(691 4pin 
VCAN 

vcc 

Fig 6-1 Vocal masking circuit 

6-3-2 MIC input circuit 

Auto level controller works at MIC input circuit. The converter circuit is composed of 0851, 

C858 and C859. Q855 and Q856 are turned on to control input level to IC851 if the level for 

MIC input exceeds a certain level. 

MIC sound 

VCC 

~-- ----------------~~--~-- --------, 
I I 
I I 

: D851 : 
I I 
I I 
1 + C859 I 
I I 
I I 
I l 

I l I 
I I 
I ' L 

I I 
1 Auto level wntroller 1 

~---------~---~-------------~-------~ 

Fig 6-2 MIC input circuit 
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6-3-3 Output stage circuit 

VIDEO )>------'VA---------~@ VIDEO 

LOUT 

I 
Q731 

Sound 

Fig 6-3 OUTPUT STAGE CIRCUIT 

6-3-4 Flow of graphics signal 
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Fig 6-4 GRAPHICS ENCODE CIRCUIT 
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6-4 Graphic operation processing 
Graphics operation processing chip(IC141) is adopted to vary the graphics function. 

It_ is attached to WORD-RAM in which data for the processing is transmitted. 

Following shows those functions. 

CD Axis conversion which rotates, expands and reduce graphic. 

@ Full-graphic which displays graphic in a dot. 

6-4-1 Axis conversion (rotation. expansion and reduction) 

Theory 
Converting axis is the theory for the rotation, expansion and reduction of graphic. 

Usually, graphic on TV screen is described in a dot according to scanning line which is lined from 

left top to the right. 

For example, in Fig.6-8, axially converted(rotated) graphic is displayed on the screen if the 

original graphic is dotted slantingly since graphic is dotted left to right according to the scanning 

line when it is actually displayed on TV screen. 

Therefore, formula for the axis conversion means how to trace the original graphic. 

TV screen is displayed in a line. At first, specify that which dot is traced for the line and 

interval(shown as .6.x and .6.y) between the dot and its next dot. After that, the graphic operation 

processing chip automatically computes the formula. Specifying these parameters makes it 

possible to rotate, expand and reduce the graphic. 

Original Converted 

~ \2j 
i t 

Q\ Trace Display on screen 

' ' " " ' 
., 

' ' ' ' CD ------S2i--. ... .. ... 
@", ... ' ... 

' ... 
' .. ' ' ' ' ' )I. 

' 'lil. @ ----------- -+ ' ' 
... 

' )t. 

The formfula is how to trace(dot) the graphic. 

Fig 6-5 Theory for axis conversion. 
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Rotation 

Degree for the graphic rotation depends on slant of the traced line @;~ ). 
For example, set D.x == 1 and l!.y = 1. tan&= ~~ = 1 and 0:::::: 45" is obtained. 

Therefore, the original graphic is rotated left by 45 degree. However, the actual interval 

between the two points is V2 since each ..6.x and .6.y is 1. The distance between each dots js 1 

when graphic is djsplayed on the screen actually. 

Therefore, the converted graphic is 1"\/'2 times as large as the original one. It is necessary to 

set those parameters as D.x = 1v'2 and l!.y = 1v'2 if it is required to rotate the figure by 45 degree 

with the original size. 

For SEGA-CD, the rotation is possible by two axis, that is, the one is rotated by the axis 

conversion and the other is rotated by 3D display(three dimension display) which puts down the 

rotated graphic back and forth on the display. 

Expansion and reduction 
Only value for .6x is varied in case of expansion and reducLion without rotating. (L:?.y is 

constantly 0.) The narrower the interval between two points on the original graphic, the larger 

the converted one since the interval between two dots are constantly 1. 

Therefore, graphics is expanded when ..6.x is under 1 and il is reduced when it is over 1. 

conversion 

(1N2)times 

6.x= 1th 

conversion 

(equal) 

3D display (three dimension display) 

~ 
constanly 1 i 

• • 
J 

i constanly 1 i 
-·.------· v2 

1 Fig 6-6 Variety of length 
at axis conversion 

TV screen is displayed by scanning line which scans from left to right and I line is composed of 

lined dots. Each values for D.x and D.y are set for every traced line corresponding to oach 

!'.canning line. And, those values can be changed for every line. Therefore, more real graphics 

with 3D path can be displayed which seems as if its original graphic is put down forth, if the 

underer the line is followed and smaller(i.e. expansion) the !:.x is set. 

By the above process, graphic with three dimension can be displayed, though it seems plane. 

Graphic can be put down back and forth, however, it can not be rotated -right and left. It is 

because that the parameter is set in a line. Therefore, it is impossible to see "the graphic raised 

forward" from out of centered position. 

If the original graphic is displayed three dimensionally like description of town and so on, it is 

possible that the converted graphic seems to have three dimensions. 
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6-4-2 Full-graphic 
Full graphic is another function of the graphic operation processing chip. It displays graphic 

not in a cell as general displaying method but in a dot. It is used when it is unnecessary to 
consider the block or it is impossible to display graphics in a celL The full graphic is processed 
only at GENESIS section, though, the processing speed is slow. 
Full graphic displays graphic in a dot, on the other hand, graphic is displayed in 1 byte of 2 dots 
for GENESIS section. That is, the graphic is displayed actually in 2 dots. It takes time to shift 
the half of 1 byte if 1 dot is shifted. 
For full graphic by SEGA-CD, graphic is computed quite rapidly since 1 dot is processed by 1 byte. 

A line of data is as same as the one on the screen and it is expected that the data compression 
is highly effective for the graphic characteristics. 
(It is because that all data can be com.pressed in a dot, on the other hand, the data is compressed 
only by a line of 8 dots in a cell.) 

As it is described the above, the full graphic is basically used when graphic can not be displayed 
in a cell or it can not be displayed fully. 
Also, it is extremely effective for fully animation processing which can be done only by CD-ROM. 
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